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I. INTRODUCTION

Common culture and common language facilitate communication and inter-

action between individuals. Consequently, migrants’ assimilation into the

mainstream culture of their host country is likely to increase their productivity

and earnings. There is considerable empirical research on the relationship

between migrants’ assimilation and their earnings, and this literature often

finds that migrants exert little effort to absorb the mainstream culture and

language, even though the economic returns to assimilation are high1. For

example, Lazear (1999, p. S96) concludes: ‘Multiculturalismy seems to be on

the rise in theUnitedStatesy . In1900, 85percentof immigrantswerefluent in

English. Surprisingly, in 1990 the fluency rate among immigrants was only 68

percent, despite dramatic improvements in communication during the cen-

tury’. This is puzzling. In a recent compilation (Friedman and Randeria 2004)

the failure of migrants to integrate, conform, and assimilate is portrayed quite

extensively. The contributors to the compilation express concern and explore

possible means of transforming migrants into ‘ethnics’ and ‘nationals’. How-

ever, the proposed policies do not allow thatmigrants could optimally elect not

to assimilate.
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1. See, for example, Borjas (1995), Chiswick (2005), and Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor (2005). Borjas,

Bronars, and Trejo (1992) provide estimates of the average hourly earnings of young international

migrants in theUnited States. Looking at a cross-section of individuals between the ages of 21 and 29

from the 1980 U.S. Census, they find sizable returns to speaking English.



In the received literature, rigorous theoretical analyses of assimilation

are rare, which contrasts with the related empirical literature2. A notable

exception is Lazear, who argues that assimilation may not occur when the

migrants’ own community is large and when it is costly for them to learn the

host country’s culture and language. In this paper we present a new model of

assimilation that draws on the literature of relative deprivation and inter-

personal comparisons.

Our model assumes that, to an extent, the reference groups of an individual

are chosen endogenously3. This assumption is in line with the recent literature

that explores the social andpsychological repercussionsof individualbehavior,

cf. Akerlof’s (1997) concept of ‘social distance’, Agarwal and Vercelli (2005),

Austen-Smith and Fryer (2005) and the research reviewed therein. For

example, Akerlof (p. 1010) writes: ‘I shall let individuals occupy different

locations in social space. Social interactiony will increase with proximity in

this space. Current social location is acquired and dependent on the [indivi-

dual’s] decisiony’. Drawing on this literature, we posit that the more effort a

migrant exerts in assimilating into the mainstream culture, the closer he will be

in social space to the natives and the farther away he will be from his fellow

migrants. We show that when interpersonal comparisons affect individuals’

wellbeing and when amore intensive assimilation results inmigrants’ compar-

ing themselves more with the richer natives and less with their fellowmigrants,

then the effort extended toassimilate ismuted.Regarding the empirical content

of our model we predict, inter alia, that the larger the income gap between the

natives and the migrants, the weaker the effort to assimilate.

II. ANALYSIS

Consider a set of migrants who originate from a poor country and who are in

a rich country. To focus on essentials, we assume that in all relevant respects

the migrants are identical4. Each migrant decides how much effort to exert in

order to assimilate himself into the mainstream culture of the host country. If a

migrant is better assimilated into the mainstream culture, he will earn a higher

income. However, upon assimilating more, he will become closer to the (rich)

natives whenmaking interpersonal comparisons. Formally, let amigrant’s utility

2. While occasionally the substantial empirical studies point to interesting theoretical arguments and

explanations (cf. Chiswick 2005), these arguments and explanations are mostly not formalized

rigorously.

3. To the best of our knowledge, the current paper provides a raremodel of the endogenous formation of

reference groups. Hence, the paper adds to the literature on relative deprivation.

4. However, even if there is some heterogeneity within the group of migrants, the results that followwill

go through.What is critical for our argument is the persistent prevalence of an earnings gap between

the natives and the migrants, not the homogeneity of the group of migrants.
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function be

u ¼ YðxÞ � RD� CðxÞ ð1Þ

Y 0ðxÞ > 0;Y 00ðxÞ < 0; C0ðxÞ > 0;C00ðxÞ > 0

where ‘Y’ denotes the migrant’s income5, ‘RD’ denotes the relative depriva-

tion of themigrant which arises from interpersonal comparisons6, ‘x’ denotes

the migrant’s effort to assimilate, and ‘C’ is the cost of extending this effort.

We assume that limx-0Y
0(x)5N, namely that the Inada condition holds,

thereby ensuring that in the analysis that follows the solutions of x are

interior.

The relative deprivation of an individual is defined as follows

FðI ;RÞ

@F

@I
< 0;

@F

@R
> 0

ð2Þ

where ‘I’ is the individual’s own income, and ‘R’ is the average income of his

reference group.We assume that amigrant’s set of reference groups consists of

the natives and of his fellow migrants. The average income of the natives is

denoted by ‘Z’ and is assumed to be higher than the migrant’s earnings no

matterhowhard themigrant tries to assimilate into themainstreamculture; the

average income of the other migrants is denoted by �Y which, in turn, is

determined by othermigrants’ average effort to assimilate into themainstream

culture, �x.
We assume that the more amigrant assimilates into themainstream culture,

the more he will compare himself with the natives and the less he will compare

himself with his fellowmigrants. The relative weight of his being affiliatedwith

the natives and thereby comparing himself with them is p (0rpr1), and the

corresponding weight pertaining to the migrant’s fellow migrants is 12p.

Formally, we define

p � pðxÞ
p0ðxÞ > 0

ð3Þ

5. We can also interpret Y more generally to encompass the utility from ‘consuming’ the mainstream

culture of the host country.

6. The idea that relative income impinges onwelfare dates back at least toVeblen (1924). For pioneering

and recent writings on the analytics of relative deprivation see, respectively, Yitzhaki (1979), and

Walker and Smith (2002). For writings on relative deprivation and migration see Stark (1993), and

Stark and Wang (2005). For recent empirical studies that demonstrate the importance of relative

deprivation see, for example, Eibner and Evans (2005), and Luttmer (2005).
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Then, we can express the migrant’s relative deprivation, ‘RD’, as a weighted

sum

RD ¼ pðxÞF ½YðxÞ;Z� þ ½1� pðxÞ�F ½YðxÞ; �Y � ð4Þ

Inserting (4) into (1), we get

u ¼ YðxÞ � pðxÞF ½YðxÞ;Z� � ½1� pðxÞ�F ½YðxÞ; �Y � � CðxÞ ð5Þ

Note that a standard utility formulation captures the tension between the

unpleasant exertion of effort aimed at acquiring productive ‘tools’, and the

consequent pleasing derivation of income (the last and first terms on the right

hand side of (5), respectively). The added RD terms (the middle terms on the

right hand side of (5)) introduce an additional dimension of tension: the effort

to acquire productive ‘tools’ results in a reduction in the displeasure that arises

from a relatively low income within both reference groups, yet it increases the

weight that is accorded to the natives as a reference group within which

comparisons result in substantial discontent7,8.

Inwriting p asp(x), we aremaking two important assumptions: first, that the

set of reference groups is determined endogenously (by x) and that it is not

predetermined on the basis of ethnicity, origin, and so on.And second, that the

exertion of the assimilation effort and the proximity to the natives are

intertwined. Hence, for example, it is not possible to choose to exert a high

level of assimilation effort while at the same time to exclude the natives as a

reference group.

Themigrant’s optimization problem is to choosex suchas to bring his utility

in (5) to a maximum (given his belief about the value of �x and hence about the

value of �Y). The first-order condition for a maximum of (5) is

Y 0ðxÞ � p0ðxÞF ½YðxÞ;Z� � pðxÞY 0ðxÞF1½YðxÞ;Z�
þ p0ðxÞF ½YðxÞ; �Y � � ½1� pðxÞ�Y 0ðxÞF1½YðxÞ; �Y � � C0ðxÞ ¼ 0

ð6Þ

7. Recall the assumption that even if a migrant tries very hard to assimilate into themainstream culture,

he will still earn an income that is lower than that of the natives.

8. For simplicity’s sake, we assume away possible repercussions of the selection of the assimilation effort

by themigrants upon the relative deprivationof the natives.However, even if such repercussionswere

to be considered then, if the relative deprivation of the natives is defined in amanner akin to that of the

migrants, and if the income gap between the natives and themigrants remains large – the assimilation

effortof themigrantsnotwithstanding, the relative deprivationof thenativeswill notbeaffectedby the

migrants’ choice of the assimilation effort.
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Since all migrants are identical, in equilibrium we must have that x ¼ �x and

hence

YðxÞ ¼ �Y ð7Þ

Naturally, we assume that

F ½YðxÞ;YðxÞ� ¼ 0 ð8Þ

When migrants are identical and each migrant extends the same level of

effort as any other migrant, then there is no difference in incomes within the

group of migrants and hence no relative deprivation arises from intra-group

comparisons.

Inserting (7) and (8) into (6), we get

Y 0ðxÞ � p0ðxÞF ½YðxÞ;Z� � pðxÞY 0ðxÞF1½YðxÞ;Z�
�½1� pðxÞ�Y 0ðxÞF1½YðxÞ;YðxÞ� � C0ðxÞ ¼ 0

ð9Þ

Clearly, if the solution to (9) is unique, then there exists a unique Nash

equilibrium for the level of effort that a migrant exerts in assimilating into the

mainstream culture9. If the solution to (9) is not unique, then there exist

multiple Nash equilibria.

The analysis yields an interesting implication. Suppose that the solution to

(9) is not unique, so that there exist multiple Nash equilibria. Then, for two

similar (in all relevant respects) groups of migrants in a host country with a

given mainstream culture, members of one group may exert more effort to

assimilate to the mainstream culture than members of the other group.

Had interpersonal comparisons not been considered – a special case of (1) –

the migrant’s utility function would have become

u ¼ YðxÞ � CðxÞ ð10Þ

The first-order condition for a maximum of (10) is

Y 0ðxÞ � C0ðxÞ ¼ 0 ð11Þ

We denote the solution to (11) by x1
�.

Wenowdenote the (largest) solution to (9) byx2
�. Then, fromcomparing (11)

with (9), we derive the following propositionwhich provides a condition under

which the concern for interpersonal comparisons mutes the optimal assimila-

tion effort.

9. A sufficient condition for the existence of a unique Nash equilibrium is that the derivative of the left

hand side of (9) with respect to x is negative.
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Proposition 1. x2
�ox1
� if

p0ðx�2ÞF ½Yðx�2Þ;Z� þ pðx�2ÞY 0ðx�2ÞF1½Yðx�2Þ;Z�
þ ½1� pðx�2Þ�Y 0ðx�2ÞF1½Yðx�2Þ;Yðx�2Þ� > 0

ð12Þ

Proof. We prove the claim by contradiction. Suppose otherwise, namely that

x2
��x1�. From (11) we have

Y 0ðx�1Þ � C0ðx�1Þ ¼ 0 ð13Þ

Since Y00(x)2C00(x)o0 then from (13) and x2
��x1� we have

Y 0ðx�2Þ � C0ðx�2Þ � 0 ð14Þ
Thus, we have that

Y 0ðx�2Þ � p0ðx�2ÞF ½Yðx�2Þ;Z� � pðx�2ÞY 0ðx�2ÞF1½Yðx�2Þ;Z�
� ½1� pðx�2Þ�Y 0ðx�2ÞF1½Yðx�2Þ;Yðx�2Þ� � C0ðx�2Þ
¼ ½Y 0ðx�2Þ � C0ðx�2Þ� � fp0ðx�2ÞF ½Yðx�2Þ;Z� þ pðx�2ÞY 0ðx�2ÞF1½Yðx�2Þ;Z�
þ ½1� pðx�2Þ�Y 0ðx�2ÞF1½Yðx�2Þ;Yðx�2Þ�g
< 0 ð15Þ

which contradicts (9). Thus, we have proved the proposition. &

We can rewrite (12) as

p0ðx�2ÞF ½Yðx�2Þ;Z� >� fpðx�2ÞF1½Yðx�2Þ;Z�
þ ½1� pðx�2Þ�F1½Yðx�2Þ;Yðx�2Þ�gY 0ðx�2Þ

ð16Þ

Clearly, the larger p0(x2
�) and F [Y(x2

�), Z ], the smaller the absolute values of

F1[Y(x2
�),Z ] and F1[Y(x2

�),Y(x2
�)], and the smallerY0(x2

�), the more likely will

inequality (16) (and hence inequality (12)) be satisfied.

Note that the left hand side of (16) represents the marginal (dis)utility cost,

due to an increase in x, that arises from the sensing of relative deprivationupon

acomparisonwith thenatives,whereas the righthandsideof (16) represents the

marginal utility benefit, due to an increase in x, of increasing a migrant’s

standing among othermigrants and of narrowing the income gap between him

and the natives. Thus, inequality (16) (and hence inequality (12)) is more likely

to be satisfied if more intensive assimilation results in a relatively high cost –

from a migrant’s comparing himself more with the richer natives – and a

relatively lowbenefit – fromhis increasing his standing among fellowmigrants.

Hence, under the stated condition, the proposition implies that the choice of
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social proximity to reference groups and interpersonal comparisons entails

migrants’ having a weak incentive to accumulate the skills that would enhance

their productivity.

Our analysis yields interesting empirical implications. For example, it is

observed that migrants’ segregation in the United States has increased since

1970, and it has been suggested that the increased segregation is due to greater

racial dissimilarity with the American majority population (Cutler, Glaeser,

andVigdor 2005). An explanation of the said segregation trend is that ‘Greater

linguistic differences between immigrants’ native tongues and English has

created a greater demand for enclave communities that offer opportunities to

reduce communication costs’ (Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor 2005, p. 29). But

why is it that the linguistic differences were not narrowed by means of an

assimilation effort (language acquisition)? Our analysis suggests that it is the

rising incomedividebetween the native populationand themigrants that could

account for the growing reluctance to assimilate and consequently for the

increased segregation.

This analysis is also related toAkerlof andKranton (2000), who inquire how

identity, that is, a person’s sense of self, affects economic outcomes. In

particular, they propose a utility function in which identity is associated with

different social categories, and they proceed to analyze how people in these

categories behave. The analysis in our paper examines how an important

dimension of an individual’s identity can be determined endogenously: we

investigate a key aspect of social interactions viz., interpersonal comparisons.

Thus, our analysis complements the analysis of Akerlof and Kranton.

III. CONCLUSION

The pursuit ofmigration is an extreme example of the severing of tieswith, or a

distancing from, one’s friends and home. The ‘failure’ ofmigrants to assimilate

cannotplausibly be attributedmerely to anurge to stay close to their friends, or

theymightnothavemigrated tobeginwith.Non-assimilationarises froma fear

of enhancedrelativedeprivation if they reduce theirdistance fromthenativesas

a reference group. Fundamentally, migration is a change of those with whom

people associate. But it would be wrong to infer that a change of associates

crowds out a change of behavior, given the associates. Through their actions,

migrants can elect to associate more with some groups, less with others.

However, when actions to keep in check theweight accorded to the rich natives

as a reference group are not viable, the very choice of migration destination

could be affected in an unexpected way: a country that is not so rich could be

preferable to a country that is rich; migrants will protect themselves from

an unfavorable comparison by not migrating to where the comparison, when
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unavoidable, would be highly unfavorable. Relatedly, the variance in

the assimilation effort of migrants across host countries could arise from the

variance in the income distance with the natives: the richer the natives,

the weaker the effort to assimilate, other things held the same.

There is a fast growing literature documenting the importance of intra-group

comparisons in the determination of happiness (cf. the selection in Bruni and

Porta 2005). Inter alia, the evidence suggests that very often people tend to be

quite happy, except when they live in situations or settings in which they are

brought,ormade tocompare themselveswithagroup that ismuchbetteroff.The

new literature is somewhat shy of analyzing the actions people can take in order

to shield themselves from depressing exposure. We have sought to help fill this

void.
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SUMMARY

The pursuit of migration is an extreme example of the severing of ties with, or a distancing from, one’s

friends and home. The ‘failure’ of migrants to assimilate cannot plausibly be attributed merely to an urge

to stay close to their friends, or theymight nothavemigrated tobeginwith.Non-assimilation arises froma

fear of enhanced relative deprivation if they reduce their distance from the natives as a reference group.

Fundamentally,migration is a changeof thosewithwhompeople associate. But itwouldbewrong to infer

that a change of associates crowds out a change of behavior, given the associates. Through their actions,

migrants can elect to associatemorewith some groups, less with others. However, when actions to keep in

check the weight accorded to the rich natives as a reference group are not viable, the very choice of

migration destination could be affected in an unexpected way: a country that is not so rich could be

preferable to a country that is rich; migrants will protect themselves from an unfavorable comparison by

not migrating to where the comparison, when unavoidable, would be highly unfavorable. Relatedly, the

variance in the assimilation effort of migrants across host countries could arise from the variance in the

incomedistancewith thenatives: the richer thenatives, theweaker theeffort toassimilate,other thingsheld

the same.
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